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Extravagant Gubernatorial Jobs Hype 

 
In their masterpiece of misleading pronouncements regarding the state�s employment and 
economic situation, the Governor and his press release writers have elevated governmental 
humbug to heights heretofore not ascended. The August 16 press release actually began with the 
deplorably hilarious headline �PA�s Economy Continues to Outperform Nation;� The release 
continues with the claim that ��among private employers, jobs were up 3,400 this month, 
showing us the positive results that our strategic economic investments are having on expanding 
our workforce and economy.�  And later in the release this gem, �Pennsylvania�s economy is at 
its best when we are able to invest. By investing in our communities and creating jobs we are 
sending a clear message to national and global businesses that Pennsylvania is where they should 
be.�  
 
Each of these assertions is so easily debunked it is almost embarrassing to do it. However, since 
this was an official statement and some may find its assertions credible, debunking is necessary. 
 
What would possess someone to say that the latest employment data shows that Pennsylvania 
continues to out perform the nation? Simple enough, but deceptive.  Pennsylvania�s 
unemployment rate has been lower than the national rate for the majority of the 72 months since 
July 2001, even during the weak economy years of 2002 and 2003. On its face this would appear 
to suggest that Pennsylvania�s economy is outperforming the nation.  
 
However, what the unemployment rate comparison does not tell us is that during the six year 
period the national labor force grew by 6.7 percent while Pennsylvania�s managed only a scant 
1.5 percent rise. Likewise, national employment�as measured by the household survey�
climbed 6.6 percent, while Pennsylvania�s growth was a skimpy 2.1 percent, not even a third of 
the national rate.   
 
Moreover, and somewhat worrisome, the last twelve months have seen Pennsylvania�s labor force 
fall a fairly sharp 0.7 percent (42,000 people) while household employment fell 0.2 percent.  In 
other words, July�s better- than-national jobless rate Pennsylvania leaders are boasting about was 
produced by a substantial drop in the number of Pennsylvanians looking for work rather than 
strength in the state�s labor market. Indeed, the insidiously favorable unemployment comparisons 
with the national rate during the last six years reflect the anemic growth of job seekers in the state 
at a time when the national labor force was advancing substantially.   
 
While it is generally speaking better to have low unemployment rate than a high rate, a 
comparatively low rate is not necessarily an indicator of a vigorous or strong labor market 
strength as we have just demonstrated.  The Governor�s staff should understand this and counsel 
press release writers to be more intellectually honest and a little less zealous in their reporting. 
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As for the claim that the modest gain in private payroll employment in July shows the state�s 
strategic investments are producing jobs and faster economic growth, the latest numbers actually 
prove this assertion to be completely unfounded. One need only examine the data to see where 
employment gains are occurring and where they are not.  
 
Amazingly, in the monthly change from June to July of this year, only two major private sectors 
posted a perceptible increase in establishment jobs�transportation and trade (2,200) along with 
education and health services (3,800). All other sectors including manufacturing, construction, 
mining, information, financial, leisure and hospitality posted declines of varying degrees. In 
percentage terms, the biggest losses were in finance and construction.  
 
Over the last twelve months, Pennsylvania�s private sector jobs have risen by 50,500, an almost 
respectable 1.0 percent gain, notwithstanding the weak June to July slowing.  It is almost 
respectable in the sense that the national rise over the last twelve months was 1.4 percent. But, it 
must be remembered that nationwide there are many slow growing states holding down the 
country�s average growth pace. States such as Kentucky at 0.7 percent, Ohio with a zero gain and 
Michigan�s decline of 1.2 percent.  On the other hand, Pennsylvania�s job growth is clearly not 
very respectable compared to the 2.3 percent climb in jobs posted in North Carolina over the last 
twelve months or the 2.8 percent increases registered in Texas and Arizona, not to mention the 
5.5 percent rise enjoyed by Utah. And that�s just to name a few of the strong performers�all 
Right to Work states. 
 
What�s worse for Pennsylvania, the same old pattern of the last few years continues to hold. To 
wit, the overwhelming majority of employment gains are coming in just two major sectors--the 
education and health sector and the professional and business services category.  Together these 
two jobs categories account for 45,600 of the total 50,500 increase in private employment 
recorded in Pennsylvania over the last 12 months. The rapid expansion of health care and 
education jobs has been underway for a number of years and is driven to a large extent by 
government programs as well as fundamental demand changes�certainly not the Governor�s 
�investment� strategy. Meanwhile, the expansion of professional and business services 
employment reflects a growing reliance of business on outside suppliers of expertise and 
temporary workers.  
 
In short, the job categories displaying the most strength in Pennsylvania have little connection to 
the �economic investment largesse� that has been handed out by the Governor in recent years.  
Indeed, given the extremely slow or non-existent employment increases exhibited by most sectors 
of the economy that have been principal recipients of government subsidies, one is forced to ask, 
�Where are the all the promised jobs?� �Where is the payoff for taxpayers who are on the hook to 
pay back with their tax dollars all that principal and interest for the borrowing used to finance the 
handouts?� 
 
Finally, the Governor�s statement that �Pennsylvania is at its best when it is able to invest� (i.e., 
picking and choosing which firms to give handouts to) must be answered.   Can there be a more 
telling example of how far away from rational economic thinking policy makers have drifted 
when they make such a statement? It should be axiomatic to anyone with the merest modicum of 
understanding of how capitalism and free enterprise works that Pennsylvania will in fact be at its 
best only when private companies are eager to invest their own capital in the Commonwealth 
because the tax, labor and regulatory climate are conducive to operating a business profitably and 
with the least aggravation from the governing bodies.  Unfortunately, the philosophy that gave 
rise to the state driven economic development strategy holds sway in Pennsylvania and 
apparently no amount of evidence can dislodge it. When $600 million a year proves to be 



inadequate to do the job, the cry will be to borrow and spend more. Lamentably, spending other 
people�s money, no matter how foolishly, has become an addiction.  
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